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         Rob’s page by Rob Flello, Club Patron  

Hello folks and welcome to the latest edition of The Legend. Although the skies are full of 

snow as I write this, there is a glimmer of light on the horizon both meteorological and   

metaphorical… Hopefully 2021 will bring with it a new start for the country as we begin 

tentative steps towards the end of the pandemic and it hopefully will also herald a 

chance for us all to gather again at events to celebrate the legendary Bedford,            

particularly in this anniversary year. 

But as the country and the club begin a new chapter it has come time for me to end my 

part in this story. I first got involved with the club when I was a Member of Parliament, 

founding chair of the Parliamentary Freight Transport Group and a high-profile member of 

the Transport Select Committee. In those roles I was able to raise issues of importance to 

the club’s members as well as adding a Parliamentary twist to the club’s work. Over the 

last few years out of Parliament the “added-value” I’ve been able to provide the club has 

diminished and so it’s time to hand on the esteemed title of ‘Patron” to someone who can 

bring benefits to the club as it moves forward. 

To say it has been fantastic to be the Patron is an understatement of epic proportions. It 

has been amazing to share in the joy, the passion and the expertise of enthusiasts and 

best of all, to be able to clamber over and in some of the most beautiful vehicles ever   

created. I will cherish my time as Patron and I wish the club, its members and committee 

the very best of successes for a long and fruitful future. 

Thank you for letting me travel the road with you and I hope to see many of you again at 

future events. 

Rob.  

 

Christine Thomas writes ‘I am sure that all of you will be saddened to hear that Rob has 

decided to step down from his role as Patron, but in these difficult times, understandably 

he has to concentrate on his role in the healthcare system. Rob first started to support the 

BEC at the first Bedford Gathering when Jon Beech introduced him to us, and with Rob 

being a Bedford lover he was the ideal person to become our Patron. I personally would 

like to thank him for all the help and advice he has given to both the BEC and myself over 

the years, especially highlighting the issue of drivers suffering from sleep apnoea. I’m sure 

you will all join me in wishing Rob and his family all the very best for the future’.  
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 Acting Chairwoman’s Chat  

 

What a difference almost a year makes! It was so unfortunate that due to the     

current state we are in, some valuable Committee personnel have had to step 

down. They will though stay as members, Andy helping with events, Ian, although 

not now on the Committee retains his support positions, and John Hammond is   

being most helpful regarding PSVs. I am sure you will all support me in expressing my 

sincere thanks for their contribution towards the success of the club it is today (they 

have not though, escaped my jobs list!) Andy and Ian were founder members of 

The BEC along with Parry Davis and myself when it was formed in 2013 at The Griffin 

Gathering organised by The Griffin Trust & held at Vauxhall Motors clubhouse. The 

event revived the famous Bedford Gatherings very successfully staged by Richard 

Haughey two decades ago. 

We have been lucky to entice Howard Berry as replacement Legend Editor and 

have also had a bit of a Committee role change over, Carl becoming PR man and 

John T. Is our Treasurer.  This mutual job exchange is proving to be a good idea. 

Should any of you wish to join the committee and feel you have experience and 

knowledge to help us in our continued success, please don't hesitate to contact to 

discuss – we are after all seeking a new Chairperson 

I wonder what you have all being getting up too?  I do hope once all the overdue 

household jobs have been completed you have been able to ‘do your own thing’ 

and if it involves another Bedford project please let us know about it.   

Me, well, reliving my time, through all the photographs I have collected over 40yrs 

from when I first owned my first historic vehicle. Her name was Delilah, a WWII      

Canadian Ford Bonus gun tractor that had served with the Desert Rats in Tripoli. 

Whilst restoring her, I acquired my first Bedford, an ‘OY’ also ex-Army, quickly       

followed by my HGV license lessons.....the  reason being I had acquired a V6 TM 

tractor unit that was aptly named Detroitlady and then the list went on.....good job 

my husband had his collection of old motorbikes to keep him occupied. 

Whatever happens in the future, we hope that you all are able to get through these 

unpredictable and sometimes frightening times, especially if you have lost anyone 

close to you, and if so our deepest thought are with you.   

Always stay safe, well, and focused, to enable you to keep carrying on regardless. 

Christine 



Club Updates                                                       

Due to restrictions on vehicle movements  on and off the site of        

August’s Bedford 90 event, the road run has had to be cancelled. All is 

not lost however, as the road run has been replaced by………...  

Bedford’s Birthday Convoy  
The first Bedford left the production line on April 7th 1931. To mark the 90th               

anniversary of this date there will be a road run on Easter Monday April 5th  

2021 departing at 10am from                 

   

 

                   

       

           Overnight and low-loader parking available by arrangement 

Passing along Boscombe Road from 10.50, Kimpton Road from 11.15 and 

arriving at  Testing Ground from 12.00 The 65 mile route 

includes three of the most important sites associated with Bedford’s long 

history. Closing date for entries is 28th Feb. To enter, please send an SAE 

and a cheque for £10 payable to The Bedford Enthusiasts Club to:                                                             

Mr. C. Lemon (BEC), 49 Fen Road, Holbeach, PE12 8QA  

Timings are approximate and details may change due to COVID-19        

restrictions or any other unforeseen circumstances. Please note that entry 

to Millbrook is restricted to driver and one passenger only, unfortunately 

public entry is not allowed.   

If the event has to be cancelled, all payments will be refunded 

A5 Watling St,  

Towcester 

NN12 8ET 



 

A very warm welcome to your latest Bedford Legend, and to my first one as     

Editor, a position I hope I can undertake with the same timeliness, accuracy and 

variety that John Hammond managed to produce. My Bedford involvement   

started nearly 40 years ago when my dad purchased VRF 904C, a 1965 Duple  

Bella Vega bodied SB13 new to Harper Brothers of Heath Hayes, but latterly      

operated by Cyril Cocks of St  Austell in Cornwall. Painted in a lurid blue and    

yellow colour, it started its retirement parked in a layby on the A390 outside St   

Austell and on weekends we went out on family trips to various rallies in the south 

west. Sadly the body wasn’t as reliable as the chassis and after a couple of years 

it was sold, last heard of being raced up the M6 by its new owner. In the early 

1990s I moved away from Cornwall and joined the management team at North 

Norfolk based Sanders Coaches, a company who I can say without contradiction 

operated the largest fleet of Bedford coaches in the UK at the time. Having come 

from a National Express operator where I only drove ‘heavyweight’ coaches such 

as Leylands, Volvos and Neoplans, I wasn’t sure what to expect from what I had 

previously considered to be inferior products. On my second day ‘driving a desk’, 

an urgent call came in for a coach to do a National Express duplicate from     

Norwich to  London. I quickly donned the uniform jacket I thought I’d never wear 

again and jumped behind the wheel of E863 LFL, a full exec Duple 320 bodied 

Venturer and set off for Surrey Street bus station. By the time I arrived, I was a    

Bedford convert – and have been ever since. With over 80 Bedfords in the fleet at 

the time, and originally spread across 3 depots, Sanders found the YMT the       

perfect workhorse for travelling the flatlands out east on schools and service work, 

and the YNT and Venturers ideally suited for the longer distance work the       

company undertook, including sending up to 30 coaches all over south east    

England every Saturday transferring coachloads of over 60s to and from 

Mundesley Holiday Camp. It was always an impressive sight and a proud moment 

to pull into Copdock services and see row after row of Sanders vehicles taking a 

break. In 1992, the assets of another North Norfolk company were acquired by 

Sanders, introducing DAF power to the fleet, and with the supply of second-hand 

Bedfords starting to dry up, DAFs gradually replaced the Bedfords in the fleet,   

although it was a good few years before the last Bedfords were finally withdrawn.                        

Editor’s Corner by Howard Berry,                  



My next involvement with a Bedford was when I moved to Bristol to work for  

Wessex Coaches, where the company wrecker was a Detroit two-stroke        

powered TM named ‘The Duke of Wessex’. With all the fleet under a contract 

hire recovery package, there was really no need for the wrecker, but it was    

retained ‘just in case’ and was the pride and joy of Mike, one of  the leading 

fitters - a man who knew just how to drive the wrecker to get the maximum 

sound effects from it. Any opportunity he got to start it up and take it for a spin 

round the block he would – especially when we were on night shift, and as I sit 

here writing this, I can hear the sound of that Detroit engine reverberating off the 

office blocks of downtown Bristol, me holding on for dear life and Mike trying to 

make as much noise as possible, and both of us with huge grins on our             

faces……..      

Bedfords as far as the eye can see in Sanders Holt depot, with Plaxton bodied VAL (yep…SNT 925H on 

the left prior to restoration) YRT, YMT and YNVs surrounding a solitary Duple Dominant II bodied YMT. (HB 

collection)  

Fast forward a good few years to the 3rd January two thousand and something 

and I found myself being whisked by fast car from Shropshire to Berkshire to     

collect a good friends latest purchase, a 1980 Duple Dominant II bodied YMT. In 

the car was an ace mechanic, the largest toolbox the car could carry, and one 

very nervous Bedford purchaser. I must admit I did have one or two doubts 

about our journey home, not because of actually making it back, but just how 

long it would take us. We pulled up at the depot of the company selling the 



coach, and who had until the previous month still been operating the 30+ year 

old Bedford alongside their fleet of brand new executive coaches – the Bedford 

having been kept allegedly for a specific contract but I have a feeling there 

was more sentimentality involved than the seller cared to admit. I opened the 

door and those familiar smells all came flooding back, soon followed by sounds I 

had last heard many years ago. The coach purred its way back and didn’t miss 

a beat, and I can honestly say that whilst I wasn’t too surprised by the Bedford’s 

ability to undertake a journey of that length what did surprise me was finding a 

Duple Dominant body that didn’t creak rattle or groan….The YMT went on to do 

some impressive trips with its new owner, including ‘popping up to Scotland’ for 

the weekend, and I’m happy to say it is still active on the preservation scene 

today.       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Duple Dominant II bodied YMT RGV 690W seen being collected from Lodges Coaches of Sandhurst 

ready to start its life in preservation at a mere thirty something years old. 

I started this little ramble by welcoming you to your Bedford Legend, because it 

is just that - I’m just here to pull all the bits together, so please send me anything 

at all you think might be of interest to others, reminiscences of vehicles or    

companies you have known, vehicles you own, questions you might have, or 

knowledge you can share, and I look forward to a long and happy time at the 

helm of The Bedford Legend.     



Legislation Updates by Parry Davis  

10 YEAR OLD TYRES 

No, it’s not that Miracles Do Happen, in this case it’s the result of patient, careful 

work by the Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs. Staffed by unpaid         

volunteers who work quietly behind the scenes the FBHVC have succeeded in 

changing how  the 10 year old front tyre ban is to be applied.                                                                  

If your classic is over 40 years old, not used commercially & used unladen then 

the 10 year old tyre restriction for front tyres DOES NOT APPLY. This rethink will    

undoubtedly come as welcome news to many of us, both financially & also from 

the simple task of sourcing tyres; remember it is the date of manufacture, not the 

date of fitting. This change of heart does however place a greater burden on 

owners & drivers of classic commercials; the responsibility for a safe &               

roadworthy vehicle rests at all times with the driver. The safety & accident record 

of historic vehicles is good and this is reflected in the low insurance premiums we 

enjoy – it will only take one serious incident to spoil things for everyone. Items 

such as tool boxes, jacks, spare fluids etc. are classed as “items associated with 

the operation of the vehicle” and not as a load. Similarly, living accommodation 

and other items permanently fixed to the vehicle are considered part of the     

vehicle. However a “tender/ transporter” used to carry another, older vehicle is 

carrying a load & the exemption does not apply. The above information is based 

on written communication from Department for Transport officials but the        

detailed Legislation has yet to be seen; rest assured that the ‘legal eagles‘ at 

FBHVC will examine the Legislation most carefully to ensure that the above      

historic relaxation happens. 

BLACK & SILVER NUMBER PLATES. 

Following the DVLA change to the historic vehicle definition back in 2015, an        

issue arose in the regulatory requirements for the valid display of black & silver 

plates. As a result, it became legal for vehicles over 40 years old  and registered 

as historic to display black & silver plates despite the law previously requiring all 

vehicles registered after 1st January 1973 to only display white/yellow plates with 

black characters. On 1st January 2021, the 40 year ruling was cancelled, now 

only vehicles constructed prior to 1st January 1980 can legally display black & 

silver plates.   



  2021 Events    

 Organisers have notified us of their events in the hope that current lockdown restrictions 

will have eased when the event takes place. The BEC cannot be held responsible for any 

event that is later cancelled.    

April 5th - Bedford’s Birthday Convoy, Jacks Hill Café to Millbrook Testing Ground 

Further details on page five 

May 29th/30th  - The AEC Society rally, Newark Showground, Nottinghamshire.                    

Open to all makes and models of heavy commercial and passenger vehicles.                                          

Further details from secretary@aecsociety.com or 0750 4974776 

June 12th/13th - Classic & Vintage Commercial Show, Heritage Motor Centre,       

Gaydon, Warwickshire. Further details via www.britishmotormuseum.co.uk or 

(01926) 649649     

August 28th/29th/30th - BEDFORD 90 -  PARTY IN THE PARK. Pages Park, Leighton 

Buzzard LU7 4TG. Come along and support our big event to celebrate 90 years 

since the start of Bedford production. Displays of Bedfords through the ages, 

auto jumble, steam train rides courtesy of the Leighton Buzzard Railway. Free 

evening entertainment for all visitors as well as complimentary bus service to 

and from local hotels for those of you staying overnight.  

Come and support YOUR club, meet the committee and chew the cud with    

fellow enthusiasts.  

See www.bedfordenthusialstsclub.co.uk for updates and further details, or call 

Carl on 07939 724080 or Christine on 07547 424898    

Where are they 

now?   
Ex AC Delco Liverpool. Registration number GBH 455N.                           

Any information, please contact Christine Thomas.  



‘Water’ way to do it…By Carl Lemon   

I purchased my AWD back in 2013, not only the year the BEC was formed but 

also around the time of MOT changes for heavier vehicles. Since the              

introduction of HGV MOTs back in the '50s they have been carried out at      

specially built Department of Transport testing stations. This meant a set         

procedure, set prices and theoretically set standards. Ten months after         

purchase and having converted it from a horsebox to a flat, rebuilt the offside 

step structure, attended to other rust, completed a repaint and given it an  

inspection it was time to book an MOT. Not having put a lorry up for a test for a 

while I was expecting the cost to be around the £90 to £100 mark. On trying to 

book a test I found out that most of these sites were now shut, well sort of shut. 

In their haste to implement this part privatisation, the coalition Government 

seemed to have overlooked something. The HGV driving test involves reversing 

a vehicle up to 56' long and over 8' wide round a series of cones, and of course 

an emergency stop. Neither of these could be carried out on the public high-

way so most of the sites are open for this with the MOT bays closed.    

 I booked my first new style test at Scantruck, (well at least there is a griffin     

involved) in Spalding and turned up on the day, not quite sure what to expect. 

The first change is paying before the test, not after and the cost, £135. This is for 

the DoT tester, a lane fee and of course VAT on the lane fee as this is now not a 

Government site. This paid, the girl behind the desk asked, ''do you need the 

weights''. Back in the DoT test stations a powered arm locked into the floor    

simulated weight through leverage to activate the load sensing valve. ''Yes 

please'' I answered and drove round to the testing bay. Concrete blocks     

loaded on, test carried out and I was ready for the rally season.  

The following year I returned only to be told that the weights were another £25 

plus VAT, total now £165.  

 Feeling stitched up I racked my brains for an easy way to get two tonnes onto 

my lorry for the MOT and then back off afterwards. After a while I came up with 

a solution, quite literally a solution….IBCs. Finding two for sale at £15 each 

meant that one year’s cost of weights would last a lifetime. Every January I 

connect the IBCs to my house gutter and after the MOT in April pour the water 

down the drain enabling me to lift the tanks off by hand, however in 2020            

I didn’t even have to flex my muscles! The MOT extension granted due to the 



Covid-19 pandemic saw me able to attend any shows that were actually taking 

place  before the lorry went into hibernation for the winter.  

Membership report by Christine Thomas 

In my Chairwomans report, I mentioned Andy and Ian being founder members, and I 

would like to take this opportunity to say a huge thank you to all of you who joined  

us at that first event, many of whom travelled hundreds of miles to attend and how 

many of you remain loyal members of The BEC to this day. I would also like to thank 

those of you who have joined us since, and want to say a big hello to the members 

below who have joined us since the last Legend was published.  

 Christopher Allner Dorset                                      Mike White Somerset 

Anthony Brown Suffolk                                      Philip Harvey Northamptonshire 

Graham Charles Hampshire                               James Harvey Surrey 

 

In closing , I do hope you will all try to do your very best to support both the events 

we are staging to celebrate our 90 yrs.  Millbrook vehicle testing ground has always 

portrayed to me as being a very secret place, as it is not open to the public. Only 

well representative clubs are able to visit. The Pages Park 3 day event in August is 

going to be a friendly Bedford family celebration where we can all just relax and 

have a Party in the Park.   



A life with Bedfords by Alan Sturge 

You could say that Bedfords are engraved in my system. They have certainly 

been a big part of my life and have shaped the way I have worked, which 

progressed into an almost full-time hobby. 

My father started in transport in 1946 at Trentham Gravel Quarry and using his 

demob payment he bought his first 

lorry, an Austin K6 which he ran, main-

tained, and used every day from sun 

up to sundown. As a child I would often 

‘bob school’ and spend the days with 

him at the quarry and in 1962 I left 

school and went to work alongside 

him.  At this time I was driving a D type 

Bedford, stocking sand and gravel as I 

was only 15 years of age and not     

legally allowed on the road.  I did this job for 2 years and then, when I was 17, I 

passed my test in my dad’s car and the next day was a fully employed lorry 

driver. For me, this was a turning point, a coming of age if you will and I was 

given my first new lorry, an A Type Bedford tipper, I say “new”, it was actually 

eleven years old when I received it but to me it was first class!  I used this     

vehicle to deliver sand and gravel all over Cheshire and Lancashire. 

In 1964 my dad negotiated a 6-week contract with a local steelworks, this 

contract went to last another 36 years!  During this time, we operated many    

Bedfords and other makes and models, 

but my heart would always belong to the 

Bedford. 

Around 1989 I bought my first restoration 

project, a Bedford S type and have since 

restored a number of vehicles, including 

two TKs and a J type, which I still rally and 

enjoy to this day.  



Many happy returns 
Jack Muir of Alyth, Blairgowrie celebrated his 80th birthday 

in September and was given this wonderful cake              

representing his 1951 O Type. Jack has owned the O Type 

for over 20 years and it is very much a star of stage and 

screen having appeared in a number of films including 

Whisky Galore!. Jack says ’I was really pleased to get my 

80th birthday cake back, and still haven't cut into it as I 

was so taken with the design, it is so like my Bedford O 

Type. I have been a lorry lover all my life as my father had 

his own coal and timber haulage business and I got to 

drive them around the yard when I was a lad as it was my 

job to wash them. I started driving what I had always     

believed to be an S type 5 tonner until I learned years later 

that it was in fact a C type. It was registered new to my father on 1st January 

1958 and I was    allowed to drive it on the road - by then I was legal at the age 

of 17! I started my own haulage business in 1975 

and although I used other vehicles I still held a soft 

spot for Bedfords as these were what my father 

had used. In 1999 I sold my business and was able 

to buy my O Type, having kept a 1971 TK which I 

bought in 1987 and used for my business.  

I have been lucky enough to have been involved 

with several films where the lorries are used to hide 

modern buildings on the set. Sometimes I was 

asked to dress up as an extra but never appeared in anything until Whisky     

Galore! came along in 2015. In Whisky Galore! my 

old O type was stripped of its paint and looked   

ancient. I remarked to the producer that my father 

used these lorries and they went out every Monday 

morning spotless and he told me "Not in the west 

coast they didn't". 

(Jack is seen with Gregor Fisher, one of the stars of 

the 2016  remake of Whisky Galore!) 



A Happy New Year by Carl Lemon       

This is a tale from over forty years ago. Time being what it is I can’t remember 

exactly, but it was in the mid-seventies. New Year’s Day is also my brother’s 

birthday and  being particularly cold we had been in all day. With only one 

black and white TV in the house, watching a film started to lead to a          

disagreement. I remember that I wanted to watch ‘Kelly's Heroes’ while my 

brother was keen to see another war film. As it was his birthday my parents 

allowed him to choose. Whether I started to watch the film escapes me but I 

do remember that it was snowing. A while after the film had started the 

phone rang, and I managed to pick up part of my Dad’s conversation. It was 

work related, his job at that time being a manager for Tate and Lyle Transport. 

He explained to my Mum that having been parked up from Christmas eve, 

and with the cold weather, the staff who had gone to prepare for the     

morning discovered that a lot of the lorries would not start. He felt he ought to 

go  in & try to help. Quick as a flash I offered to help as well. In no time I had 

put on several layers of clothing and we were heading for Silvertown. On   

arrival we were ushered in at the gate and soon found the staff who were 

sorting out the many problems. I 

was tasked with making my way 

along a line of Bedfords, trying 

each in turn to make sure that 

they started and carried on run-

ning as waxing    diesel was one of 

the issues that night. Thinking 

back, I guess that the keys must 

have been left in the lorries. The 

gates were locked and as security 

was twenty four hour this wouldn’t 

have been seen as a problem. 

Lots of things that night have stayed clear in my memory; the joy of getting 

out of the house with Dad, the feeling of helping out, the satisfaction of being 

allowed to get in and start the Bedfords, recalling that they were the lighter 

weight TKs and  finally the conversation in the building before we left for 

home. The following day, one of the mechanics turned to me and said that 

he expected that I was not too happy about  being torn away from ‘Kelly’s 

Heroes’ just to help my Dad. Well, clearly adults aren’t always right!   



 

Assorted Maltesers by Vincent Schembri 

The following article has been put together from emails and pictures sent from 

Malta by Vincent Schembri, who is the proud owner of not one but two    

Vauxhall Wyverns. One is fully roadworthy and is Vincent’s pride and joy, the 

other, which belonged to his father is a 

work in progress, with the engine start-

ed for the first time in many years in 

January 2021. Vincent is active in the 

Maltese vintage movement and      

despite restrictions on gatherings due 

to Covid 19, the vehicle owners are still 

managing to get out and undertake 

some road runs.   

 Below is an S Type fitted with Alfred Miles bodywork. New to the RAF, it was 

based at RAF Luqa and was one of the appliances involved in the Zabbar   

Vulcan accident in 1975. On 14th October, Avro Vulcan XM645 was flying from 

RAF Waddington to RAF Luqa where it made a hard landing and undershot 

the runway shearing off its undercarriage. It became airborne again before 

touching down 600ft from where it first 

landed, the pilot deciding to climb and 

attempt another landing. Whilst doing so, 

a fire broke out in the  starboard wing as 

a fuel tank had been pierced by the   

initial impact. Seeing this, the pilot and co

-pilot ejected but sadly XM645 exploded 

in mid-air, killing the remaining five crew 

members on board. Debris including the  

fuel tanks landed in the main street of 

Żabbar and exploded on impact, killing a 

local woman and injuring twenty other people. It took firefighters hours to put 

out the fires caused by the crash and one house was completely destroyed, 

and after being rebuilt at the expense of the RAF was named ‘Vulcan’. The S 

Type transferred to the Malta Police Fire Brigade, who replaced its petrol     

engine with a Bedford diesel. It spent many years in the open but has now 

been saved and is part of a private collection on the island.     



JAG 986 is a 1955 Bedford D Type owned by Paul Cortis from Mtarfa. Paul 

learned to drive in his father’s 1951 Bedford A Type, and vowed that one day 

he’d restore a lorry just like it. Initially unable 

to find an A Type, he found the D Type for 

sale in     Naxxar. It had spent years with the 

Malta Telephone Dept. and wasn’t in too 

bad a condition. The Perkins 6354 engine 

was   replaced by a Bedford 300, followed 

by a full nut and bolt restoration. Paul 

searched every nook and cranny in Malta 

& Gozo for donor vehicles to provide es-

sential parts. Some parts weren’t easy to 

source, and  came from as far away as Canada and Morocco. The             

restoration took seven years  but  looking at the finished lorry it was well worth 

the effort. Whilst searching for parts locally, Paul bought numerous vehicles for 

spares one of which was a 1953 A Type almost identical to his father’s lorry. 

Paul’s brother Joseph was looking to buy a classic car, but was persuaded to 

restore the A Type instead. It had been abandoned in a quarry, buried under 

a large pile of iron bars, but spurred on by the thought of restoring something 

so close to their old lorry, Joseph decided to take on the challenge. The     

Perkins P6 engine was replaced by a 

Bedford one, with the restoration    

taking a similar but more difficult path 

to Paul’s, primarily due to the amount 

of rust. The A Type also took seven 

years to restore, but both Bedfords are 

now regulars on the Malta transport 

scene. However, it didn’t stop there. 

Joseph’s brother-in-law bought a farm in Rabat, and in a derelict barn found 

the chassis, differential, and front axle from a 1958 J Type. Joseph               

commenced its restoration in 2016 and has since built a cab, box and 

sourced a replacement Bedford six-cylinder petrol engine to assist in the      

restoration.         

Another regular on the Malta classic vehicle scene, and testament to not only 



the durability and reliability of Bedfords as a product, but to the resilience of 

the Maltese to keep their vehicles on the road is Bedford OY JAG 025 (chassis 

number  87028). Owned by Emanuel Dalli, it was believed to be new to the 

MOD in 1949, as  Emanuel’s grandfather purchased it from a gentleman who 

regularly purchased vehicles from the  British Admiral in Malta. The military 

background is also borne out by the 

‘solder hole’ in the cab roof. Originally  

fitted with a 6 cylinder petrol engine, it 

is now powered by a Perkins 6354 and 

is  garaged inside every night without 

fail. Emanuel’s family have been in-

volved in the transportation of onions 

and potatoes for export, and the lorry 

still works every day, regularly carrying 

up to 6 tons of potatoes.  

 The final vehicle to feature in this     article is Bedford CA CAL 605, which was 

once based in the Zurrieq area and was known locally as ‘Johnny Cash’      

due to having his name emblazoned under the windscreen. Now named Gigi, 

it is used as a publicity vehicle for Talbot & Bons, who run a boutique bed and 

breakfast in Gudja and a cafe/bistro in Luqa.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many thanks to Vincent for providing the information this article is based on, 

as well as Emanuel and the Cortis brothers for allowing their vehicles to be  

featured. Vincent tells me that once the world gets back to some kind of    

normality, he and his friends will be organising a Bedford and Vauxhall show 

on Malta and everyone is invited!   



Reader’s Drives                                                              

Member:  Paul Fox    Member No: 305        

Location: St Neots, Cambridgeshire 

Vehicle Details: NKT 355R, 1977 KM   Engine:  500         

New as a rigid, NKT 355R was new to a Kent Fruit & Produce haulier 

and was used primarily running into the wholesale markets. Its history 

then becomes a bit hazy, but along the way it was converted into a 

tractor unit. Paul purchased the KM semi-restored in 2014 and has 

since put it into show condition.     



Classified Ads  

FOR SALE 

For sale - Bedford J Type windscreen. £400.00. Contact  John Gale - (01495) 

750295 

For sale - Bedford J Type new black roof lining, may also fit 

A and D Types. Picture shows the lining assembled. As you 

can see it fits into the metal rib (not included, only shown 

for   example purposes). £90.00 plus postage at cost.                   

Contact: Gary Matthews on 07749 586757 

For sale - Bedford O Type circa 1952. all 

done but needs wiring. £6000 ONO.                       

Bedford WT tipper. 1937. Good condition. 

Price £8-10,000                                                  

Also various O Type spares. Contact: John 

Moore (01902) 609755 (Midlands)   

For sale - Bedford TK horsebox. Complete but needs some TLC. 

Fitted with running 860 diesel. Contact: Ian Glover (01697) 351360) between 6-

8pm please. (Cumbria)  

For sale - Lucas contact sets (Lucas part number 420197. New old stock, fits RL 

300 petrol but will fit many others. Also Lucas LLB429 24v headlamp bulbs (similar 

to LLB410 12v). New old stock, fits many early commercials as well as ex Military 

24v Land Rovers. Bedford 300 cu in petrol head gaskets. New old stock, £20.00 

each including carriage. Contact: Alwin Harrison, 07792 145591    

For sale -  Bedford TL front near ide wing and fuel tank 16 tonne model, plus full 

set of canvases for ex Army RL. Contact: John Chesterman, (01285) 810948 

(evenings only) 

For sale -  Pair of doors, pull down handle type, cab glass, lights, rear light   

brackets, wheels and floor mat for early TK. Other TK parts also available as well 

as O-type inlet/ex manifold with carb. Contact: Derek Booton, (01827) 715706 

NOTE TO ADVERTISERS - YOUR ADVERT WILL APPEAR FOR ONE ISSUE ONLY, IF YOU 

WANT IT TO CARRY OVER INTO THE NEXT ISSUE PLEASE CONTACT THE EDITOR. 



WANTED 

Wanted - Ex Telecom TK220 diesel with original box (alternative box would    

suffice if factory fitted). Looking for something in excellent rust free condition,  

totally roadworthy and ready to drive. Email: timdean@eircom.net.   

Wanted -  Bedford OSS tractor unit, petrol or Perkins, with or without trailer and 

in any condition from scrap to concours. Also wanted, any Scammell        

coupling trailers, plus Scammell dolly to pull with tractor. Contact: Phil on 

07815 284485.  

Wanted - Alan Robinson needs photographs or advice on how to fit the roof 

lining in a 1946 O Type.  Email: jenny.robinson150@outlook.com 

Wanted  - Steering drop arm for Bedford J1. Contact: Alwin on 07792 145591 

Wanted - Bedford WS/WHG (1932-1935) pick-up or van. Any condition       

considered. Contact : Mick on 07976 256417 

Wanted  - Water pump for 1932 bus. Contact: Alan Milsom on (01923) 711649 

Wanted  - Linda Moore is based in Driffield and wants someone local to her 

who would be able to renovate her TK horsebox which needs some TLC.   

Contact Linda on 07710 100204    

Wanted - Classic Military Vehicle magazine has some photos of a 1954      

Bedford SA belonging to RAF Wittering and is looking for information to write 

a story. Contact Andrew on 01780 755131 (office), 07908 2121 96 (mobile) 

Wanted  - Bedford O Type with Scammell coupling. Contact Parry on  07860 

945613  



Club Merchandise                                   

The club has the following items of merchandise available for sale.  

Item Colour Sizes Cost                  

(incl P&P) 

Novelty mug ‘I fix Bedfords’   £7.25 

Mug with BEC logo   £7.75 

Bottle opener keyring   £4.95 

‘Keep Calm, fire up the Bedford ’ sign Black/white  £11.45 

Mouse mat with BEC logo   £4.95 

BEC ballpoint pen   £2.00 

K, M, & O type workshop manual on CD   £11.45 

Polo shirt with BEC logo  M  L  XL  2XL £18.00 

Fleece with BEC logo Grey L  XL  2XL  3XL £26.00 

Fleece with BEC logo Burgundy L  XL  2XL  3XL £29.00 

Waterproof jacket  Made to order £41.00 

Beanie hat with BEC logo Black  £7.50 

Baseball cap with BEC logo   £8.75 

To order any items of merchandise, please contact 

Christina Robinson, 124 Manning Road, Moulton, Northampton, NN3 7HJ 

Tel: 07592 524736 or email bearsscd567@gmail.com 

Please make cheques payable to Bedford Enthusiasts Club.                            

Orders can also be processed through the BEC website,  

www.bedfordenthusiastsclub.com   

New to the merchandise range are 

these unbreakable mugs - ideal for 

when you’re banging around in the 

workshop struggling on something 

other than a Bedford! 

£10.00 including p&p 



 

Club Spares     

The Club has a large inventory of Bedford spares available, including mechanical, 

electrical and body parts for a wide range of Bedford models and engine types. 

The following items have been recently acquired  

Diesel filters  BF884 Baldwin  620 Crosland 

Oil filters P356 Baldwin 491 Crosland 

Air filters  PA1885 Baldwin 965 Crosland 

  

Shock 91036934 910942247 

Twin plate clutch kit 

TM radiator for military version 

 

For Bedford 500 

Water pump 91049785 

Piston set 91075824 

Liners set 91020170 

Thermostat 9959485 

Lift pump 91145753 

 

For more information on the full range of spares, please contact James Robinson, the 

Spares Officer 

Tel: 07740 083370 or email j.robinson@able-assist.co.uk 

If you have any Bedford spares for sale or for free or if you hear of a stock clearance, 

please call James as the BEC is always interested in expanding the range of spares 

available. Please be aware that the BEC cannot be held responsible for the          

condition of any spares sold.               

                                                    

Tyres 

New                                             

9.5R 17.50                                         

8.5R 17.5                                        

245/7R  19.5                                 

7.50R 16                                         

8.25R  16  with tube and flap  

Used                                                  

215/75 r 17.5                                   

20 inch s type wheel split rim          

TK etc 16 inch wheel split rim         



     You still see them everywhere!                                             

Submissions of written or photographic content are always welcome for inclusion in the Legend and should be 

sent to the Editor using the details below 

Email: thebedfordlegend@gmail.com. Post: 7 Donaldson Drive, Cheswardine, Shropshire, TF9 2NY 

The cut-off for items to be included in the next edition of the Legend is 10th May 2021 

Prints and slides can be scanned in if sent by post. Please enclose an SAE if you want material returned after use. 

The Editor cannot guarantee that submissions  will be used and articles may be edited due to space restrictions.  

The Bedford Enthusiasts Club (BEC) and the Editor make every effort to ensure that the content of the Bedford 

Legend is as accurate and appropriate as possible, however the BEC cannot accept any responsibility for the 

accuracy of submitted material. Opinions expressed by contributors do not necessarily reflect the views or values 

of the BEC as an organisation or of the BEC Committee.  

The Bedford Legend is produced for members of the BEC and remains © of the BEC. It may not be reproduced or 

commercially distributed without prior permission from the BEC Committee.  

   For enthusiasts of Bedford and associated historic GM commercials.   

Carl Lemon spotted this long-abandoned CF camper in Pilton, Somerset. As 

Pilton is the home of  the Glastonbury Festival, the locals must be used to   

having things left behind, but it takes some doing to forget your camper!! 

                                 Proof that you still see them everywhere!!  


